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Abstract: Using e-worksheets will provide students with the opportunity to actively participate in the process of technological development in an increasingly rapid world, be able to think critically, and enable students to argue scientifically. E-worksheet is a form of E-worksheet that is done digitally and carried out systematically and continuously over a certain period. E-worksheets can improve critical thinking skills and scientific argumentation. E-worksheets can be created and designed according to needs in the learning process. The student activity sheet contains tasks that must be carried out by students. Where the research aims to examine E-worksheets to Improve Critical Thinking Abilities and Scientific Argumentation: A Systematic Literature review. The review was conducted based on state-of-the-art methods using the preferred reporting items for reviews and meta-analyses (PRISMA) guidelines. The results of this research explain that: The types of teaching materials in learning are printed teaching materials, audio teaching materials, audio-visual teaching materials, interactive multimedia teaching materials, and web-based teaching materials; Various forms of E-worksheets: E-worksheets that help students discover a concept, practice, integrate various concepts that have been discovered, study guides, practical instructions; Function of E-worksheet: functions as a medium, learning tool, Critical Thinking Skills and Scientific Argumentation.
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Introduction

Education is important in responding to development and plays an important role in life. Apart from that, education can also increase nationalist values because education is a process of maturing humans through teaching and training efforts. To increase knowledge, free ignorance, and form a better and more useful personality in life. Developments that continue to advance in the future require education to always adapt and become the locomotive of the process of democratization and nation-building. Therefore, improving the quality in the field of education must be considered, because education is the most important part of human life and in the learning process, the presence of media is very necessary because it has a big role in influencing the achievement of learning goals (Dwivedi et al., 2023). The learning process cannot be separated from the learning media. Learning media is a tool in learning that contains certain learning materials as a learning resource (Ratnasari & Haryanto, 2019). Therefore, educators can choose appropriate learning media that can make things easier for students, where the use of learning media can support and develop various interactions and student skills. Using learning media is expected to help achieve learning goals.
optimally. The process requires one of the recommended learning media worksheets. Student worksheets are learning media in the form of sheets used in learning activities, these sheets contain tasks that must be done by students (Doyan et al., 2021).

This is supported by the fact that in critical thinking skills, students are required to demonstrate the ability to analyze arguments. Wang et al. (2016), states the basis of thinking in critical thinking skills, namely analyzing arguments. According to Alluredge (2015), Arguing is part of making decisions, defending them, and influencing others. Arguing shows the ability to think critically (Indrawatiningsih et al., 2019). People who have ideal critical thinking skills are highly curious, have extensive experience, are full of self-confidence, are open-minded, flexible, persistent in searching for relevant information, and are reasonable in selecting criteria (Sellars et al., 2018). This is supported by the statement (Spector & Ma, 2019), that one of the four criteria for critical thinking is curiosity.

Curiosity is an attitude and action that always seeks to know more deeply and extends from something he learns, sees, and hears (Salmon & Barrera, 2021). The benefits of curiosity for students as expressed by (Przybylinski et al., 2013), is that a sense of desire makes students find out something interesting and meaningful, and is intrinsically motivating. Curiosity becomes a bridge for students to gain knowledge. Curiosity influences a person to improve their way of thinking about various things (Jirout, 2020). Curiosity functions as a source of motivation to learn, explore, and develop a set of knowledge and skills (Singh & Manjaly, 2022).

Following the development of technology can provide a vehicle for the development of science, especially natural science, which can support daily activities in society. One type of cutting-edge learning media is multimedia-based, the in form of teaching aids, modules, student worksheets, and ICT-based media which are used to deliver learning materials interactively. According to Wahyuningsih et al. (2021), Learning media is an important part of the educational process in schools because it is a field that must be mastered by every professional teacher. E-LKPD is a form of LKPD that is done digitally and carried out systematically and continuously over a certain period (Mayasari et al., 2023). E-LKPD can be created and designed according to needs in the learning process (Hamidah et al., 2023). The student activity sheet contains tasks that must be carried out by students (Johan et al., 2019). The forms of questions that can be created with this application are very varied, such as multiple-choice questions, drop-down questions, matching answers, drag and drop, listening, voice answers, and answers.

Based on previous research by Fina et al. (2022), the development of electronic-worksheets (E-Worksheets) based on crosswords games with sub-materials of the excretory system to improve the motivation of high school students and research (Mitasari & Hidayah, 2022), development e-worksheet based on problem-based learning to improve student's metacognitive ability. It seems that there has been no research on E-worksheets to improve critical thinking and scientific argumentation abilities: a systematic literature review. The purpose of this research is to review several published studies that examine E-worksheets to improve critical thinking and scientific argumentation abilities: a systematic literature review.

Method

We conducted this study as a systematic review following PRISMA guidelines (Page et al., 2021). The PRISMA guidelines provide several things to consider in preparing a systematic review. In this study, we will mainly focus on several main items: Types of teaching materials in learning, Various forms of E-worksheets, and Functions of E-worksheets. This helps form the basis of our assessment. Initially, we collected the latest studies on E-worksheets to improve critical thinking and scientific argumentation skills: based on several selected keywords. Then, we apply eligibility criteria to the collection. We selected only literature published in 2013 or later to provide an overview of current trends. Apart from that, we limited the type of literature to only literature in the form of journals and proceedings.

Result and Discussion

Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews (PRISMA) was the reporting technique used in this study. The research was conducted methodically during the required research phases. The information provided is comprehensive and unbiased and aims to combine relevant research results. The steps of a systematic literature review include developing research questions, literature searches, screening and selecting relevant articles, screening and selecting the best research results, analysis, synthesis of qualitative results, and preparation of research reports. Writing the background and objectives of the research, collecting research questions, searching the literature, selecting articles, extracting articles, assessing the quality of basic studies, and summarizing the material are steps in the systematic literature review research process.

Complete articles published in international journals 2015-2023, indexed in databases, and with the theme E-worksheets to Improve Critical Thinking and
Scientific Argumentation Skills: A Systematic Literature review.

Based on the technology used, the Directorate of Senior High School Development groups teaching materials into four categories, Printed teaching materials, including handouts, books, modules, brochures, leaflets, wall charts, photos or drawings, fashions or mock-ups, and sheets; student activities or student worksheets; Listening (audio) teaching materials, including cassettes, radio, vinyl records, and audio compact disks; Audiovisual teaching materials such as video compact disks and films; Interactive multimedia teaching materials (interactive teaching materials) such as CAI (Computer Assisted Instruction), Compact Disk (CD) interactive learning multimedia; Web-based teaching materials (web-based learning materials).

Teaching materials have a very important role in achieving learning objectives. Teaching materials are used by teachers to increase students' enthusiasm for everything new in the teaching and learning process. Teaching materials help increase students' knowledge and insight and can enliven the learning process. Using teaching materials in the learning process can foster interest, increase motivation, and foster students' understanding of the subject matter.

With the transformation of E Worksheets from print to electronic or multimedia-based forms which contain text, images, animation, audio, and video, it is more effective and students do not feel bored. E-worksheets or multimedia-based are formed as learning tools or media that are designed in electronic form and contain systematic and interesting material to achieve learning objectives. E-worksheets can be in the form of guides for cognitive aspect development exercises or guides for developing all aspects of learning in the form of experimental or demonstration guides. The following are various forms of E-worksheets as follows: E-worksheets that help students discover a concept. This type of e-worksheet contains what students (must) do, including observing and analyzing. It is necessary to formulate the steps that students must take to observe the phenomena resulting from their activities.

Next, we provide analytical questions that help students to link the phenomena they observe with the concepts they will build in their minds; E-worksheets that help students apply and integrate various concepts that have been discovered. E-worksheet that helps students apply the concept of democracy in everyday

---

**Figure 1. Flow of the literature search process based on PRISMA guidelines**

**Table 1. Types of Teaching Materials in Learning**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Types of teaching materials in learning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Rofi'i &amp; Susilo, 2023); (Utami &amp; Saefudin, 2018); (Area-Moreira et al., 2023)</td>
<td>Printed teaching materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Intan et al., 2022); (Zaid et al., 2019); (Ampa, 2015)</td>
<td>Listening to teaching materials (audio)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Kwegyiriba et al., 2022)</td>
<td>Teaching materials for sight-hearing (audio-visual)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Festiyed et al., 2019); (Nurhafifah et al., 2021); (Festiyed et al., 2023)</td>
<td>Interactive multimedia teaching materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Isnawati, 2017); (Nafiis et al., 2023); (Asrizal et al., 2023)</td>
<td>Web-based teaching materials</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2. Various Forms of E-Worksheets**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Various forms of E-worksheets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Soenarko et al., 2022); (Petridou et al., 2022)</td>
<td>E-worksheet that helps students discover a concept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Sari et al., 2023); (Rizal et al., 2022)</td>
<td>E-worksheets that help students apply and integrate various concepts that have been discovered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Aprida &amp; Mayarni, 2023); (Sujatmika et al., 2019)</td>
<td>E-worksheet that functions as a learning guide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Febrian syah et al., 2021); (Darling-Hammond et al., 2020)</td>
<td>E-worksheet which functions as an assignment, this form of E-worksheet is given</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Arifianti &amp; Dwingsih, 2022); (Glaab &amp; Taube, 2022)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
life. The way to do this is by giving them the task of practicing responsible freedom of expression. Training students to learn to respect other people's opinions and express their opinions responsibly has provided a way for the implementation of democratic values in students; An e-worksheet that functions as a study guide. This form of e-worksheet contains questions or entries whose answers are in the book. Students will work on the E-worksheet if they read the book.

Students will work on this E-worksheet to help students memorize and understand the learning material contained in the book. This e-worksheet is also suitable for remedial purposes; E-worksheets function as reinforcement. This form of E-worksheet is given after students have finished studying a certain topic. The learning material packaged in this E-worksheet is more directed at deepening and applying the learning material contained in the textbook. Apart from being a basic learning tool, E-worksheets are also suitable for enrichment; E-worksheets function as practical instructions. This form of E-worksheet practical instructions is one of the contents of the E-worksheet. The forms of E-worksheets consist of experimental and non-experimental E-worksheets. Experimental e-worksheets are worksheets that contain practical instructions for using tools and materials. Non-experimental e-worksheets are activity sheets containing text that requires students to carry out discussion activities on learning material.

In this era of increasingly rapid technological developments in education, it is necessary to be able to innovate learning resources. Using existing technology as a learning medium can enable learning to take place effectively. Learning media in technological developments in education demands that learning media innovations always be provided.

### Table 3. Functions of E-Worksheets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Functions of E-Worksheets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Maharani et al., 2022); (Tong et al., 2022); (Almahasees et al., 2021)</td>
<td>E-worksheets function as a medium or learning tool in class and outside of class.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Kurniasi et al., 2022); (Puspita Sari et al., 2022)</td>
<td>E-worksheets also function as a training tool to improve critical thinking and scientific argumentation skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Mahyunny et al., 2022); (Khotami et al., 2023); (Chutami &amp; Suhartini, 2021)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Student worksheets (worksheets) are sheets containing tasks that must be done by students, usually in the form of instructions, and steps to complete a task given by the teacher to students. It is a form of teacher effort to guide students in a structured manner, through activities that can attract students to study chemistry so that the effectiveness of the teaching and learning process can be improved. The advantage of having student worksheets is that they make it easier for teachers to carry out learning and help students learn independently and understand how to carry out a written assignment.

Educators are required to be able to create creative and innovative learning media. The presentation of learning media with technological developments can now utilize digital media, not just print media. One of the learning media that can be transformed from printed teaching materials into electronic learning media is electronics. Functions of E-worksheets: E-worksheets function as a medium or learning tool in the classroom and outside the classroom; E-worksheets also function as a training tool to improve critical thinking and scientific argumentation skills; using Student Worksheets in learning activities.

### Conclusion

From the explanation above, it can be concluded that there are many types of teaching materials. Using teaching materials in the teaching and learning process will make it easier for teachers to convey messages or information to students according to the conditions of time, place, and space, as well as efficiency and effectiveness. So that the lesson material can be conveyed and received by students well; Student Worksheets are learning media that contain material, summaries, and lesson instructions to increase the success of teaching and learning in the learning process. E-worksheets have many functions in the learning process, including E-worksheets function as a medium or learning resource for students to receive learning material both at school and outside school. E-worksheets are a tool that functions to optimize students' learning activities in a more advanced learning process. By using e-worksheets in learning, students can actively learn independently to improve their critical thinking and scientific argumentation skills.
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